ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, RK PURAM
Holistic Personality Development ( HPD) Integrated Into School Curriculum 2014
Subject: English
S.no Name of the
unit/chapter
1.

Class : VI
Activity

*Students would be
encouraged to draw their
1.Attila –RK Narayan
favorite pet and to write a
paragraph on it.
(Literature)

*Students will be asked to
2.The Dentist and
the crocodile –Roald make puppets of the three
characters and do puppet show
Dahl. (poem)
, in groups.

3.The Man in the
Train –E. Frank
Candlin.

4.Pandora and the
Mysterious box.Greek Mythology.

*Students would be guided to
identify Reports in Newspaper
and stick a report in the
notebook related to any
sports/ political news.

*The students will be made to
draw the sketches of the two
main characters of the story
and write a few dialogues
between them

Personality
traits/values
-Ethical treatment
to animals.

-Positive attitude
and confidence

Knowledge and
logical thinking

Hope, caring and
sharing

5.Wind-Subramania
Bharati.

6. The School for
Sympathy.- Edward
Verall Lucas.

7.The Hotel StefaniJ Millington Ward

*After giving them an example
of an Acrostic poem, students
would be asked to make
acrostic poems on any two
elements of nature; water and
fire.

Problem solving
and managing
stress

*Role play of various situation
would be done where students
would be required to showcase
their inner qualities of
humanity, thoughtfulness and
kindness.

-Perseverance ,
sympathy and
confidence

*Students would be asked to
make a list of any five practical
tips before embarking on a
vacation/trip .

Humour, social
etiquettes, time
intelligence

8.The Spider and the *A class Debate would be
Self awareness,
conducted on the personality of
Fly – Mary Howitt
decision making
the spider who used flattery to
make a meal of the fly.
Students will speak for and
against the deed of the spider.
togetherness,
*A brain storming session
honesty and
9.The cop and the
would be conducted by the

Anthem-O. Henry

students .The Students have to hardwork
debate for and against Soapy as
his lawyer and the cop and give
the story a positive ending.

10.The TempestShakespeare

*Students would make their
own dialogues and do a role
play of the lesson enacting
various characters.

*Students would be asked to
11.Daybreak –Henry create a parallel poem and
recite it in the class
W. Longfellow
appreciating the poetry.

12.Say the Right
Thing –G.C.Thornley

2.

a) The Timely
lesson

creative thinking

confidence, social
*Students do a Role play of the
etiquettes
drama, there would also be a
narration of such funny
personal experiences by the
students.

MCB
Unit -1 Growing up

disaster
management,
effective
communication,
long term vision

*Students would be required to
speak the pros and cons of lying
and cheating in life in ‘just a
minute’ session.

Honesty

B) A Remarkable
Adventure(poem)

Unit 2- Nature’s
Bounty
a)The Giving Tree

b)What do we
plant when we
plant a
tree?(poem)

Unit 3.Four legged
friends
a)The Dinosaurs
Diary

b)The Snare

*The students would be asked
to talk about the most funniest
and impossible reasons they
gave for not having done some
work.

*Students would be motivated
to bring an empty pot and a
sapling , to plant a tree in the
school and also to state its
importance.

Creative thinking

Environment
awareness and
conservation

*Students would be required to
state the importance of ‘Earth
Global outlook
day’ and give a speech on it.

*The students would be asked
to collect the pictures of
various Dinosaurs and describe
about them.

*Students would be asked to
find out and speak about the
organizations for animal
protection and discuss their

Curiosity,
knowledge

Ethnic treatment
to animals

ways to protect animals.

Unit 4-Playing Fair
a)The Ancient
Games- A legacy of
Peace

b)Six and out

Unit -5 A brush with
Art.
a)The women
painters of Mithila.

b)Indian Weavers

*The students would be asked
to find out the origin of their
favorite sport and speak about
it in class.

Physical agility

*The students will be asked to
Physical fitness
make a collage of the nutritious
food that a sportsperson must
take.

*The students will be asked to
stick a few pictures of Mithila
style of Paintings in their books
and write the materials used in
them.

*Students will discuss about
the colours chosen by the
Indian weavers to weave cloth
for any particular occasion.

*Students would be made to do

Interest,
innovative
mindset

Critical thinking

Unit -6 Alien
Invaders

a Role play on the chapter and
deliver their dialogues with
proper modulation and
intonation.

Liveliness, humour

a)The book that
saved the Earth

b)Off to Outer Space
Tomorrow Morning

*Students would be asked to
make a ppt or download a few
clipping of our galaxy ‘The
Milky way’ and speak about it.

Networking ability,
knowledge,
curiosity,
endurance

